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Not even 10 miles from LGHS lies perhaps one 
of the most haunted mansions in North America: 
the Winchester Mystery House. Locals and tourists 
know this 161-room manor as the home of Sarah 
Winchester, widow of William Wirt Winchester 
and heiress to his rifle company’s fortune. Con-
vinced that victims of her husband’s invention 
haunted her every waking moment, Winchester 
continually renovated and added to her home to 
confuse, evade, and pacify the ghosts. Dame Helen 
Mirren brings her eclectic 
character to light in the 
endearing, peculiar new 
movie Winchester.

For a story set so close 
to home, the fact that this 
movie has hit it big on the 
silver screen brings the 
Bay Area a great sense of 
hometown pride. The pro-
duction retains its roots in 
San Jose, despite being a 
major Hollywood flick; the 
actors shot a few scenes 
on location, and some of 
the house’s tour guides even acted as extras in 
the film. With a Triple-Crown actress like Mirren 
portraying a local legend, it’s easy to see why San 
Jose is beaming at the chance to show off its rich 
history as an addendum to its high-tech reputation.

Despite the film being a likely local favorite, 
it couldn’t manage to win audiences over with its 
mediocre plot and deviation from fact. The movie 
uses jump scares as a crutch while suffering from 
a feeble storyline. While the shocks and frights 
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Justin Timberlake released his fifth album, 
Man of the Woods, on Feb. 2. His album has 16 
new tracks total and many fans are thrilled to hear 
Timberlake making more music. 

On Feb. 4, Timberlake took the stage during 
halftime of the fifty-second Super Bowl. Timber-
lake sang a medley of his most popular songs 
from his music career, including Suit & Tie, Mir-
rors, Can’t Stop the Feeling!, 
and eight other songs. He 
began his medley with 
the new hit Filthy from 
his most recent album, 
followed by some older 
tracks. Using over nine 
stages during his perfor-
mance, Timberlake, his cre-
ative team, choreographers (Marty 
Kudelka and AJ Harpold), and musical 
director (Adam Blackstone) put together 
the dramatic, eye-popping show. 

During Timberlake’s halftime performance, 
he paid tribute to Minneapolis native Prince. 
Timberlake sang at the piano as a display of the 
local legend performing projected behind him. 
Cameras later showed the city of Minneapolis lit 
with purple lights that then transformed into 
Prince’s famous symbol around the stadium. 

It was rumored Timberlake considered using a 
hologram version of Prince; however, Timberlake’s 
executive producer, Ricky Kirshner, admitted that 
executing a hologram has never been possible at 
the Super Bowl. He stated that it was impossible 
to use a hologram in a 360 degrees stadium envi-
ronment with people at every corner. Therefore, 

Winchester Movie premieres 
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Humor Editor

With the recent releases of many high-quality movies comes the Oscar Award nominations for 
2018. The most anticipated category, Best Motion Picture, boasts a collection of many popular 
and unique films:

Call Me by Your Name: Set in Northern Italy in the mid-eighties, this film follows the story of 
a 17-year-old boy named Elio (Timothée Chalamet) who dives into a passionate relationship with a 
graduate student, Oliver (Armie Hammer), who lives with his family for the summer.

Darkest Hour: Gary Oldman stars as Winston Churchill in this movie focused on the behind-the-
scenes moments of famous events in World War II.

Dunkirk: Similar to Darkest Hour, director Christopher Nolan details the devastation and triumph 
of the evacuation of Dunkirk during World War II through this film. Though many have criticized 
the film’s use of prison labor in production and a lack of historical accuracy through the exclusion 
of people of color, the film still earns itself a place among the best of last year’s movies.

Get Out: Comedy Central’s Jordan Peele directed, wrote, and produced this thriller describing 
an African-American man’s (Daniel Kaluuya) stay at his girlfriend’s (Allison Williams) parent’s 
home. The longer he stays, the more he notices something peculiar about their black employees.

Lady Bird: Director Greta Gerwig’s debut film centers around Lady Bird’s (Saoirse Ronan) last 
year of high school in Sacramento. It explores the complexity of relationships with people and 
places, especially the strength of love in the face of change.

Phantom Thread: Best Actor nominee Daniel Day-Lewis stars in this movie about a popular 
dressmaker in 1950s post-war London and his relationship with a woman (Vicky Krieps) who 

The academy announces this year’s Oscar nominations
changes the steady rhythm of his fashion-dominated world.

The Post: Based on a true story, The Post weaves the narrative of Katherine Graham 
(Meryl Streep) and editor Ben Bradlee’s (Tom Hanks) mission to uncover long-held govern-
ment secrets before their competitor, The New York Times, have the chance. Despite the 
popularity of this movie, both Steven Spielberg and Tom Hanks missed out on nominations 
for the major awards in their categories, Best Director and Best Actor. Unlike her co-stars 
and director, Meryl Streep received her twenty-first nomination, breaking her own record 
for most nominations in any category.

The Shape of Water: Receiving the most nominations this year, The Shape of Water 
follows the relationship between a mute woman Eliza (Sally Hawkins) working as part of 
the janitorial staff for the government and a mysterious sea creature (Doug Jones) held in 
a lab for governmental research. As their connection furthers, Eliza puts herself and others 
in danger as she attempts to help her lover.

Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri: Winner of best motion picture at the Golden 
Globes, Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri, details a woman’s (Frances McDormand) 
struggle to solve the case of her raped and murdered daughter by calling out the lazy local 
police department with three massive billboards.

Noteworthy names missing from the biggest categories include James Franco and his 
film The Disaster Artist, as well as The Big Sick and The Florida Project. As a whole, this 
year’s nominees reflect the best of the film industry and many praise the Academy for 
including more diversity in its award show.
(Sources: Variety, NY Times, NME, The Atlantic, Focus Features, 20th Century Fox)

smattered throughout the film’s duration con-
tribute to the setting’s eerie ambiance, they are 
just not enough to carry the weight of the crowd’s 
expectations. The supernatural climax comes across 
as lame because it relies too heavily on special 
effects and not enough on impactful action or 
provocative dialogue.

Additionally, the screenwriters, Tom Vaughn 
and the Spierig Brothers, take a little too much 
artistic liberty with a story that is supposed 
to be “inspired by actual events,” according to 
the movie’s opening sequence. The intrigue and 

history surrounding 
the Winchester Mys-
tery House serve as 
a fruitful muse, but 
Vaughn and the Spi-
erigs thought it best 
to invent supple-
mental lore instead. 
They conjured a 
new relative of Win-
chester’s, who plays 
an integral part in 
the storyline despite 
never existing, and 
flimsily suggest an 

especially spiteful spirit incited the devastating 
1906 earthquake.

As long as they were devising a fresh account 
of the mansion’s mystery, the writers could have at 
least come up with something gripping and truly 
spine-chilling. However, local history buffs and 
mild horror movie fans will likely find the movie 
worth the trip to theaters, playing everywhere.
(Sources: SJ Mercury News, and Winchester  
Mystery House)

Timberlake projected a performance of Prince and 
performed “I Would Die 4 U” alongside the screen. 
When the rumors began, Prince’s friend Sheila 
E. shared with Timberlake that Prince had great 
disdain for holograms.

Timberlake also experienced a few technical 
issues, as many fans noted sound issues through-
out the performance. However, Timberlake’s team 
later clarified that the sound dilemma was due 
to a delay with some cable boxes’ connection to 
surround sound.

Additionally, during his halftime show, a lucky 
member of the audience became instantly famous as 
he tried to take a selfie with the artist as he sang 
“Can’t Stop the Feeling!” The audience member, 

Ryan McKenna, instantly posted the selfies he 
took with Timberlake to his Instagram account. 

The 13-year-old now has over 223,000 
followers and had interviews 
with the Today Show and 
Good Morning America. 
When McKenna was on 
the Ellen Show last week, 
Timberlake surprised him 
with an invitation for 
him and his family to a 

concert to meet him prop-
erly. The NFL also gifted the teenager with four 
tickets to a Patriots home game, as well as four 
pregame field passes.

Besides the controversy over his performance, 
Timberlake’s halftime show gained 45 percent more 
streaming in the US. Between Feb. 3 and Feb. 5, 
his on-demand streams jumped from 4.84 million 
on to 7.05 million.
(Sources: NY Times, Billboard, BBC, People, Bleacher 
Report, Entertainment Weekly)

Timberlake performs his hits during halftime

El Gato Recommends: Amen Album, End of The F***ing World, and more
Turtles All The Way Down: If you are looking for a novel that is 

both well-written and accurately portrays the trials and effects that 
mental illness has on teenagers, Turtles All The Way Down, by John 
Green, is the perfect pick. The book focuses on two best friends, 
Aza and Daisy, as they look for the answer to a mystery involving 
the father of Aza’s former crush. Along the way, Green explores how 
Aza’s extreme cases of anxiety and obsessive-compulsive disorder 
affect her daily life. The novel incorporates romance, humor, 
and friendship all while addressing relevant societal issues 
and maintaining an intriguing plot that hooks the reader 
from start to finish. -Jamie Blough, Culture Editor

Encounters with the Archdruid: The non-fictional 
narrative, Encounters with the Archdruid, follows the 
journeys of four individuals. Charles Park is a mineral 
engineer who believes extracting precious ores from the 
earth wherever they can be found is essential to economic 
vitality. Charles Fraser is a resort developer who sees all con-
servationists as tree worshiping extremists. Floyd Dominy is a 
builder of gigantic dams and advocate for water impoundment; 
and finally, the militant conservationist, David Brower, is always 
locked in debates with each of these other men. Whether they are 
floating down the Colorado River or trekking through the Rocky 
Mountains, their dialogues uncover an important philosophical gap 
wedged between conservationists and developers. -Connor Holland, 
Media Production Editor

Amen: Indonesian rapper Rich Brian recently released his first 
album, Amen, becoming the first Asian hip hop artist to reach 
number one on the Billboard chart. At 18 years old, Brian’s success 
in the music industry amazes fans, while his surprisingly deep voice 
and self-produced beats astound listeners. In Amen, Brian raps 
about his life back in Indonesia and the transition he made when he 

first arrived in the US, portraying the emotions he felt throughout 
this experience. The album consists of 14 tracks, featuring Offset, 
Joji, NIKKI, and AUGUST 08 on several songs. Altogether, the beats 
are nonchalant, yet complex and invigorating, and his lyrics tell a 
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meaningful story. Amen is definitely worth listening to as each song 
never fails to envelope the audience in the extravagant world of rap. 
(Sources: The Fader, The Guardian) -Austin Yung, News Editor

Parks and Recreation: American mockumentary Parks and 
Recreation chronicles the tribulations of municipal government 
through the eyes of Leslie Knope, the Deputy Director of her 
hometown’s Parks and Recreation Department. Set in the fictional 
city of Pawnee, Indiana, the show encompasses the tumultuous 
nature of local politics, whilst developing endearing characters with 
boundless personality. The show’s comedic genius and masterful 

character development foster a lighthearted atmosphere and 
fabricate a perfect bundle of protagonists we can’t help but 
root for. It’s an essential for any Netflix enthusiast in search 

of a captivating, ebullient seven seasons of laughter. -Eden 
Gibson, World Editor

End Of The F***ing World: Dry humor; smart writing; 
complex, moody teenage characters; lots of junk food; wrong 
turns; and blood may sound like a strange combination until 

you watch Netflix’s new original series, The End of the F***ing 
World. The eight episode show follows James, a seventeen-year-old 

self-proclaimed psychopath, who chooses new-girl-at-school, Alyssa, 
to be his first human kill. Loaded with laughter and small moments 
of human truth, this TV show fits into multiple genres and guaran-
tees hours of entertainment for those in search of something clever 
and original. -Tatum Jenkins, Humor Editor


